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Abstract 
Replication is an important technique in distributed database systems. Many recent re- 
searches have focused on organizing multiple copies of replicated data into logical structures 
such as trees and square grids. There has been some progress in getting smaller quorum sizes, 
higher availability, and better load balancing. These approaches, however, require separate 
quorums for read and write operations. This results in repeatedly generating access quorums in 
a single transaction, which usually consists of several read and write operations. In this paper, 
a new protocol, triangular grid protocol, is proposed to manage replicated data on a triangular 
grid structure. It not only advances almost all the achievements mentioned above but also 
reduces the size of a write quorum to the size of a read quorum. The uniformity of read and 
write quorums lessens the necessity of producing new quorums. 0 1998 Published by Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Replication is a key to providing good performance, high availability, balanced 
load sharing, and fault tolerance in distributed systems. However, replication intro- 
duces the problem of maintaining replicated data in a consistent manner among 
different copies. The constraint of maintaining consistency is that any two write 
operations or any pair of read and write operations must access at least one common 
node. This constraint ensures that every read operation can always retrieve the most 
up-to-date data and that all write operations can be free from conflicts. The overall 
system can then be treated as a one-copy-like system. 
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The simplest protocol for managing replicated data is read-one-write-all protocol 
(ROWA), where read operations are allowed to read any copy of the replicated data 
and write operations are required to write all copies of the replicated data. Available 
copies algorithm [3,4] is an enhanced version of the ROWA. In this approach, write 
operations are modified slightly through refining the write quorum as all available 
copies of replicated data. In weighted voting [9] method, each copy of a replicated ata 
item is assigned a certain number of votes. A read operation has to collect a read 
quorum of Y votes, and a write operation has to collect a write quorum of w votes. To 
assure consistency among replicated data, r + w must be set to at least one more than 
the total number of votes. 
Tree quorum algorithm (TQ) Cl, 21 organizes the set of replicated data copies into 
a logical tree structure. Several methods were proposed by Chung [7] to provide 
higher availability for write operations by adopting logical structures of enhanced tree 
quorum algorithm (ETQ) and multiple tree quorum algorithm (MTQ) [7]. Triangular 
net quorum [S] organizes copies of replicated data into a triangular net structure 
(TNS) where each subtree intersects its adjacent subtrees. 
Grid protocol [6,10,11] organizes copies of replicated data into a square grid. In this 
protocol, a read operation has to collect a read quorum formed by a column-couer[6], 
and a write operation has to collect a write quorum formed by a column-cover in 
addition to any complete column of the grid. Triangular lattice protocol [ 121 organ- 
izes copies of replicated data into a triangular lattice. In triangular lattice protocol, 
a read quorum is defined as a set of nodes that contains either a vertical crossing or 
a horizontal crossing [ 121. A write quorum is defined as a set of nodes that contains a 
vertical crossing and a horizontal crossing. 
Almost all the existing approaches require different quorums for read and write 
operations. This results in repeated generating access quorums in a single transaction, 
which usually consists of several read and write operations. The overall performance 
suffers seriously since the generation of read and write quorums requires time- 
consuming network communication processes. 
A new protocol called triangular grid protocol where write quorums are the 
same as read quorums is proposed in this paper. This protocol obtains the best 
write availability among all the existing approaches with little price - increasing 
the read quorum size slightly. Furthermore, this drawback can be compensated by 
the uniformity of access quorums of both read and write operations for lessening 
the necessity of producing new quorums. This means that there is no difference 
between selected quorums of read operations and write operations. Write opera- 
tions as well as read operations are treated uniformly in this scheme as access 
operations. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the further details of some replica 
control algorithms. Section 3 defines the terminologies and definitions used in this 
thesis. Section 4 describes triangular grid protocol in a detailed manner. Section 
5 provides some analyses of triangular grid protocol. Section 6 concludes the pro- 
posed approach. 
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2. Related works 
The purpose of this section is to review some of the earlier replica control algo- 
rithms: read-one-write-all, available copies, weighted voting algorithm, tree quorum 
algorithms, triangular net quorum algorithm, grid protocol, and triangular lattice 
protocol. The contents include a concise introduction to these models and the 
problems associated with them. 
2.1. Read-one-write-all protocol 
The simplest method for managing replicated data is read-one-write-all 
protocol (ROWA). In this protocol, read operations can be executed on any copy 
of the replicated data, but write operations must perform over all the copies of 
the replicated data. It provides the best reading technique but the worst writing 
circumstances for its users. Sites that carry copies of the replicated data may fail 
at any time for some reasons. These failed sites will prohibit database users from 
updating data since write operations are required to perform over all the copies of 
the replicated data. This results in a serious problem for ROWA protocol: the 
entire system cannot work properly if there exists any failed site. That is, more 
replication of data will make the system less reliable in updating replicated data. 
That is the reason why read-one-write-all protocol is considered unsatisfactory 
and is applicable only on systems that are rarely updated. 
2.2. Available copies 
Available copies algorithm is an enhanced version of the ROWA. In this approach, 
write operations are modified slightly by refining the write quorum as all available 
copies of replicated data. In other words, the system solves the availability 
problem in ROWA by ignoring failed sites in its write operations. Apparently, 
this approach assumes that all sites that do not reply the write request are failed 
and will not recover thereafter. Nonetheless, this assumption is unrealistic. Some 
sites may fail to reply the write request because of momentary network problems. 
Even if they are failed sites, they may recover at any time. Therefore, it creates a 
new problem while solving the availability problem in ROWA. In both the cases 
mentioned above, users may retrieve incorrect (out-of-date) data from sites that 
failed to be updated earlier. This particular problem can be solved by preventing 
transactions from accessing sites that have failed and recovered until they are 
revised back to up-to-date state. In this technique, some auxiliary procedures and 
mechanisms are required to handle failures and recoveries of copies. However, it is still 
very difficult to identify out-of-date data in sites that have not been updated due to 
temporary network problems. 
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2.3. Weighted voting algorithm 
Another method for maintaining consistency of replicated data is weighted voting 
algorithm proposed by Gifford. In this approach, each copy of a replicated data item is 
assigned a certain number of votes. A read operation has to collect a read quorum of 
Y votes to read a data item, and a write operation has to collect a write quorum of 
w votes to write a data item. To ensure consistency among replicated data, Y + w must 
be set to at least one more than the total number of votes and w must be greater than 
or equal to the majority of votes. That is, there is a non-empty intersection between 
any pair of read quorum and write quorum, and the write conflicts are prohibited in 
the situation of network partitioning where the number of copies for each partition is 
no more than a half of all copies. 
To help the system figure out which copy is most up-to-date, this algorithm can tag 
each copy with a version number which is initially 0. When a transaction performs 
a write operation, it has to obtain the current maximum version number of data first, 
then adds one to it, and writes the new data associated with this new version number 
to all copies in the collected write quorum. For a read operation, it returns the version 
number along with the data value, and the transaction selects the copy with the largest 
version number in the read quorum. 
An advantage of weighted voting algorithm is that recoveries of the failed copies do 
not require any special treatment. A copy that was failed will not be accessed in the 
successive transactions and will not have the largest version number. Hence, after it 
has recovered, it will not be read until it has been written at least once. That is, read 
operations will automatically ignore the value of a recovered copy until it has been 
brought up-to-date. 
2.4. Tree quorum algorithms 
Tree quorum algorithm (TQ) organizes the set of replicated data copies into a logical 
tree structure. Consider the ternary tree with 13 nodes as shown in Fig. 1. A read 
operation has to collect a read quorum which can be formed by the root or the 
majority of the children of the root. If any node in the majority of the children of the 
root fails, it can be replaced by the majority of its children, and so on recursively. For 
example, possible read quorums are {l}, {2,3), {3,4}, {5,6,3,4), {2,8,10,12,13}, etc. 
Fig. 1. A ternary tree with 13 nodes. 
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Similarly, a write operation has to collect a write quorum which can be formed by the 
majority of copies at all levels of the tree. That is, a write quorum is formed by the 
root, the majority of children of the root, the majorities of the children of the selected 
children of the root, and so on recursively. For example, possible write quorums are 
{ 1,2,3,5,7,9, lo}, { 1,3,4,8,10,11,12}, etc. Note that the size of write quorum for 
a given tree is fixed. 
One advantage of this algorithm is that a read operation may need to access only 
one copy (in the best case). A serious drawback of the tree quorum algorithm is that 
a critical pattern of failures would greatly reduce availability of write operations even 
if the number of failed copies is small. For example, when the root fails, write 
operations become completely unavailable ven though all the other nodes are active. 
Several methods were proposed by Chung to solve the problem of failed root. These 
methods provide higher availability for write operations by adopting logical struc- 
tures of modified tree with multiple trees (refer Fig. 2(a)) on data copies in multiple tree 
quorum algorithm (MTQ) and backup root (refer Fig. 2(b)) on data copies in enhanced 
tree quorum algorithm (ETQ). With MTQ and ETQ, a write operation is allowed as 
long as there is an active backup root. 
In multiple tree quorum algorithm (MTQ), the methods of constructing read quorum 
and write quorum are modified as follow: a read quorum can be formed by the 
majority of the roots of the multiple trees, or by replacing failed roots with the 
majority of their children, and so on; a write quorum can be formed by the majority of 
roots, the majorities of children of the selected roots, the majorities of the children of 
the selected children of the roots, and so on. Consider the multiple ternary trees with 
12 nodes as shown in Fig. 2(a). Possible read quorums are {1,2}, (2,3}, {4,6,3}, 
{5,6,10, ll}, etc.; and possible write quorums are {l, 2,4,6,7, S}, {2,3,7,8,11,12}, 
{1,3,5,6,10,11),etc. 
Fig. 2(a). Multiple ternary trees with 12 nodes. 
(b) 
Fig. 2(b). A backup-root ree with 14 nodes 
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In enhanced tree quorum algorithm (ETQ), the methods of constructing read 
quorum and write quorum are modified as follow: a read quorum can be formed by 
one roots of the modified tree, or by replacing failed roots with the majority of their 
children, and so on; a write quorum can be formed by available roots and the 
majorities of children of the selected roots, and the majorities of the children of the 
selected children of the roots, and so on. Consider the backup-root tree with 14 nodes 
as shown in Fig. 2(b). Possible read quorums are {l}, {2}, {4,5}, {6,8,12,13}, 
etc.; and possible write quorums are {1,3,4,6,7,9, ll}, {2,3,5,7,8,12,13}, 
{2,4,5,9,10,13,14), etc. 
Nevertheless, unbalanced load sharing appears to be a weakness of tree quorum 
algorithm and it’s enhanced algorithms. In these algorithms, the load of nodes close to 
root is extremely heavy. Especially in the case of roots, almost all the access requests 
issued by users are delivered to them. 
2.5. Triangular net quorum algorithm 
Triangular net quorum organizes copies of replicated data into a triangular net 
structure (TNS) where each subtree intersects the adjacent subtrees. For example, the 
topology shown in Fig. 3 is a typical binary TNS where each node has two parents 
except for the nodes in the root and two outer-most paths. 
In triangular net quorum algorithm, every access operation has to collect a quorum 
in order to access a data item. To construct a quorum, two-phase processes are used. 
In the first phase, the K-state [5] of all nodes in TNS are determined. A node n is 
open if the following conditions hold: (1) if n is a leaf node, then n is up; (2) if n is an 
internal node, then either n is up and one of its children is open or n is down and both 
of its children are open. Otherwise, the node n is closed. In the second phase, function 
Formquorum [S] (see Fig. 4) is called to construct a quorum only if the root of the TNS 
is open. Note that Formquorum will always bypass a node with both children open 
and go straight to process its children. 
Consider the TNS in Fig. 3. Suppose nodes 2,3,4,5,6,7 and 8 are up and all the rest 
are down. In this case, Formquorum will chose {3,5,7,8> as the quorum (see Fig. 5(a)). 
When node 9 comes up but node 7 goes down, Formquorum will chose {4,6,8,9} as 
the quorum. (see Fig. 5(b)). 
Fig. 3. A triangular net structure with 4 levels. 
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FUNCTION Fonnquo~n(f : NODE) 
BEGIN 
IF(r is a leaf) THEN 
RETURN(V)); 
ELSE 
IF((r./ej is marked es open) AND (#rig& is marked as open) THEN 
RETURN (Fontqwrwn(t.le@) u (Formquorwm(t.right)); 
ELSE IF(tlefl is marked es open) THEN 
RETURN ({t} u (F0?7nqUo!wm(~r@))); 
ELSE 
RETURN ({t} u (Formquorum(t.right)); 
END; 
Fig. 4. The function Formquorum 
e node is down 
0 : node is marked as open 
C : node is marked as closed 
quorum = {3,5,7,8} 
(a) 
Fig. 5(a). A TNS with quorum = {3,5,7,8} 
a node is down 
0 : node is marked as open 
C : node is marked as closed 
quorum = {4,6,8,9} 
b) 
Fig. 5(b). A TN’S with quorum = {4,6,8,9}. 
Hence, triangular net quorum algorithm can be classified as children-jrst approach 
which is different from the parent-Jirst [S] approach used by tree quorum algorithm. 
In general, children-first approach tends to construct a quorum along the bottom 
while the parent-first approach along the top. In addition, it can be proven that the 
minimality is always guaranteed by using this children-first approach. However, 
triangular net quorum algorithm also suffers from load sharing problem since the load 
of the nodes close to bottom of TNS is heavy. 
2.6. Grid protocol 
Grid protocol organizes copies of replicated data into a square grid. It is designed to 
balance load sharing among the copies of replicated data and to reduce the write 
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Fig. 6. A 3 x 4 grid with 12 nodes. 
Fig. 7. A 4 x 4 triangular lattice with 16 nodes. 
quorum size (the write quorum size of grid protocol is smaller than that of tree 
quorum algorithm). In grid protocol, a read operation has to collect a read quorum 
formed by a column-cover (consisting of one node from each column); and a write 
operation has to collect a write quorum formed by a row-cover in addition to any 
complete row of the grid. Consider a 3 x 4 grid with 12 nodes as shown in Fig. 6. 
Possible read quorums are {2,5, ll}, {1,8, lo}, {4,7,9}, etc.; and possible write 
quorums are (1,2,3,4,5,10>, {3,5,6,7,8,12}, {2,7,9,10,11,12), etc. 
An enhanced version of grid protocol had been proposed in [lo, 111. In this 
enhanced one, the read quorum is slightly modified as a column-cover or a single 
complete column. In addition, some of the positions in a grid are allowed to be empty 
(these empty positions are referred to as holes). Such grids with holes are refereed as 
a hollow grid as opposed to solid grid [lo] where all positions are occupied by data 
copies. 
2.7. Triangular lattice protocol 
Triangular lattice protocol organizes copies of replicated data into a triangular 
lattice as shown in Fig. 7. An m x n triangular lattice is defined as containing a vertex 
set V and an edge set E. V is defined as a set of integer pairs (x, y), where 1 d x < m 
and 1 d y < n. E is defined as a set of vertex pairs (vl, u2), where vl and v2 are in V, 
vl = (xl, yl), v2 = (x2, y2) and xl, yl, x2, y2 satisfy one of the following conditions: 
(1) abs(xl - x2) + abs(y1 - y2) = 1; (2) xl - x2 = 1 and yl - y2 = 1; (3) xl - x2 = 
- 1 and yl - y2 = - 1. In triangular lattice protocol, copies of replicated data are 
placed at the vertices of the triangular lattice. 
To read and write a data item of replicated data, a read quorum and write quorum 
should be formed first, respectively. Before defining read quorum and write quorum, 
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two concepts are defined first. A horizontal crossing is defined as a sequence vo, . . . , vi 
such that vj is in I/’ for all 0 <j < i, (vj, vj+l) is in E for all 0 <j < i - 1, v. is in 
column 1 and Vi is in column n. A vertical crossing is defined as a sequence vo, . . . , Vi 
suchthatv~isinT/forallO~j~i,(vj,vj+~)isinEforallO~j~i-1,voisinrow 
1 and vi is in row n. Consider a 4 x 4 triangular lattice with 16 nodes as shown in Fig. 7. 
{5,10,15,16} and {13,14,15,11,6,2,3,4} are horizontal crossings, and {2,6,11,15} 
and (1,6,7,12,16) are vertical crossings. {13,14,15,11,6,2,3,4} and {1,6,7,12,16} 
are additionally also vertical or horizontal crossings, respectively. The diagonal of 
a triangular lattice is both a vertical crossing and a horizontal crossing. 
A read quorum is defined as a set of nodes that contains either a vertical crossing or 
a horizontal crossing. A write quorum is defined as a set of nodes that contains 
a vertical crossing and a horizontal crossing. Consider again the triangular lattice 
shown in Fig. 7. Both {5,10,15,16} and {2,6,11,15} are examples of read quorums. 
(5,10,15,16,2,6,11} and { 1,2,3,4,5,9,13} are one example of write quorum each. 
3. Terminologies and definitions 
The term node is used referring to a physical copy of replicated data in a distributed 
database system. An active node is a node which is accessible within executing time. 
The geometric topology shown in Fig. 8(a) is denoted as a triangular grid, whose 
intersection points are occupied by nodes. Each node has 2,4, or 6 adjacent nodes in 
the triangular grid. The term height refers to the total layers of a triangular grid. 
A boundary line indicates one side of the triangular grid. A corner point is defined as 
the intersection point of a pair of boundary lines. 
Definition 1. A tree in a triangular grid is a set of nodes in the triangular grid where 
every node is adjacent to at least a node in the same set. 
I height=5 
Fig. 8(a). A triangular grid with 15 nodes 
Fig. 8(b). Examples of the BCTs 
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The terminology tree is used because there always exists a set of edges that attach 
the set of nodes into a connected acyclic graph. The reason why the formal defini- 
tion of a tree in graph theory is not used here is that nodes are the only objects of 
interest. 
Definition 2. A boundary-couer-tree (BCT) of a triangular grid is a tree in the triangu- 
lar grid which contains at least one node from each boundary line of the triangular 
grid. A minimal BCT is a BCT which consists of minimal number of nodes. 
For example, BCTl, BCT2 and BCT3 in Fig. 8(b) are boundary-cover-trees of the 
triangular grid. 
Theorem 1. Let h be the height of a triangular grid. A minimal BCT of the triangular 
grid consists of exactly h nodes. 
Proof. Pick any node in the BCT. The total number of nodes required to connect this 
node to all three boundary lines is at least h - 1. Therefore, the minimal number of 
nodes required to form a BCT is h. 0 
Definition 3. An access quorum is defined as the set of all nodes in a minimal BCT. 
Definition 4. L-freedom, R-freedom and B-freedom are defined as the freedoms of 
a node toward the left side, the right side and the bottom boundary lines, respectively 
(see Fig. 9). 
Definition 5. All nodes in a triangular grid can be classified into three types: corner 
nodes, boundary nodes, and inner nodes according to their numbers of freedoms. 
A corner node has 1 freedom, a boundary node has 2 freedoms, and an inner node has 
3 freedoms. 
Apparently, nodes lying on corner points and boundary lines are called corner 
nodes and boundary nodes, respectively. All the rest are called inner nodes. As 
depicted in Fig. 9, the corner node Pl, the boundary node P2 and inner node P3 have 
one, two and three freedoms, respectively. 
A L-freedom (toward l&t side) 
f, R-freedom (toward right side) 
A B-freedom (toward bottom) 
Fig. 9. The freedoms of nodes and the types of nodes. 
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4. Triangular grid protocol 
A distributed system consists of a set of nodes that communicate with each other by 
sending messages over a communication network and support multicast mechanism 
for the purpose of grouping communication. Nodes that store copies of replicated 
data are logically arranged into a triangular grid (see Fig. 8(a)) regardless of the 
physical placement of nodes; and every node is aware of its own and all the others’ 
positions in the triangular grid. A node is assumed to be failed by the sender of the 
message if it does not reply an acknowledgement within the time-out period. There are 
two situations that may result in this phenomenon: (1) node failure or network 
portioning makes nodes inaccessible perpetually; and (2) heavy load of network makes 
nodes inaccessible temporarily. 
Two types of locks are used: read locks and write locks [8]. Before a transaction’s 
read operation is performed, a set of read locks of copies must be gained, and also a set 
of write locks of copies for a write operation. Since read operations retrieve data item 
only, any pairs of read operations are allowed to gain read lock of the same copy at 
the same time. For this reason, read locks are sometimes called shared locks [S]. 
In a transaction-based istributed database system, all conflicting operation pairs 
of two transactions hould be executed in the same order. To ensure this, each copy of 
replicated data can adopt concurrency control scheme, such as two-phase-locking [8], 
optimistic concurrency control [S], and timestamp ordering [S], to achieve serial 
equivalence among all copies of replicated data. Moreover, version number [S] is 
adopted to help access operations (i.e., read and write) figure out which copy is the 
most up-to-date one. Every access operation has to collect an access quorum in order 
to access a data item. Hence, the problem of synchronization among access operations 
can also be solved. 
In the following sections, we first describe the algorithm of constructing access 
quorum and the algorithms of reading and writing. We then demonstrate the correct- 
ness of this new protocol. 
4.1. Protocol description 
In Fig. 10, the function getaccess-quorum first issues a STATUS-CHECK mess- 
age to all nodes in the triangular grid. When a node receives a STATUS-CHECK 
message, it must reply an acknowledgement associated with its present situation, i.e., 
READ-LOCKED, WRITE-LOCKED and FREE. The abortmessage for a read 
operation consists of WRITELOCKED; the abort messages for a write operation 
consists of both READ-LOCKED and WRITELOCKED. Nodes that cannot reply 
an acknowledgement within the time-out period will be treated as failed nodes. If 
conflicts happen or the number of active-nodes is less than the height of the triangular 
grid, an empty set is returned. Otherwise, the function continues to calculate freedoms 
of a selected node, and then find a path along the freedom toward the boundary for 
each freedom and appends all nodes lying on these found paths to the access quorum. 
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get_access_quorum(operation_type) 
active-nodes 4 ; 
if (operation-type - READ) I* sharing read lock V 
aboti_messages - (wRITF_L.OCKBD); 
else 
abort-messages = (READJOCKED , WRITl_LOCKED); 
Multicast(al1 nodes in the triangular grid, STATUS_CBBCK); 
I* receive responses +I 
do 
if (RESPONSEs contain abort-message) 
Return 4 ; /* conflict9 happened */ 
append the nodes that reply RESPONSE to active-nodes; 
}while(tbne-out period does not expire); 
if (the number of active-nodes < the height of the triangular grid) 
Return 0; /* system is unavailable *I 
total = the number of active-nodes; 
for(i-O;i<total;i++) 
freedoms -the freedoms of active_nodes[i]; 




find a path along Lfreedom to the left side; 
break, 
case R-freedom: 
fmd a path along R-freedom to the right side; 
bnak; 
case B-freedom: 
Snd a path along B-freedom to the bottom; 
break; 
it(path not found) 
break, 
else 
append the nodes laying on the path to access_quorum; 
iflthe number of activa_nodes - the height of the triangular grid) 
return acccss_quorum; p access quorum found V 
Rctum +; I* system is unavailable *I 
Fig. 10. The algorithm for constructing an access quorum. 
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if (access_quorum was not formad by the previous operation) 
aooess_quoNm =get_access_quonnn(READ); 
response-nodes p + ; 
if (access_quorum - 0 ) 
Abort; I+ system is unavailable *:I 
Multicast(all nodes in the acoess_quorum , READ-LOCK); 
I* receive responses */ 
do 
if (RESPONSES contain the abort message) 
Abort; /* system is unavailable *I
append the nodes that reply RESPONSE to response-nodes; 
]while(time-out period does not expire); 
if (response_nodes !=aocess_quonun) 
Abort; /* system is unavailable */ 
retrieve the latest version of data item from access-quorum; 
Fig. 11. The protocol for read operations. 
For each freedom of the selected node, if there is no path toward the boundary, the 
function will check the next node selected from the sequence of active-nodes arranged 
according to the order of the replied acknowledgement messages. When an access 
quorum is formed, this function returns the formed access quorum to its caller. If there 
is no access quorum formed by the active nodes, an empty set will be returned. 
The details of the algorithms for reading and writing are presented in Figs 11 and 
12, respectively. For each read operation, an access quorum must be gained first by 
using the algorithm in Fig. 10. If there is no access quorum available, the read 
operation is aborted. Otherwise, the node which issued the read operation sends read 
lock requests to all the nodes in the access quorum that were formed earlier. 
A node must reply the lock request with an abort message if it detects an error 
condition (i.e., deadlock, conflicts between read and write or two writes) in the 
concurrency control procedure. A read operation is aborted if some nodes in its 
access quorum failed to reply the lock request within the time-out period or an 
abort message is received. Otherwise, the value associated with the latest version 
of the data item among the nodes in the access quorum is returned to the node 
which issued the read operation. In the latter case, the read operation completes 
successfully. 
If read operations are followed by other operations, all gained read locks can be 
reserved for the successive read operations or elevated to write locks for the successive 
write operations. Write operations following these read operations can use the 
existing access quorums instead of getting new ones before updating data items. If 
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if (access-quorum was not formed by the previous operation) 
access-quorum - get_access_quorum(WRlTEZ); 
response-nodes = + ; 
if (acccss_quorum = 4 ) 
Abort, /* system is unavailable */ 
Multicast(all nodes in the access-quorum, WRITE-LOCK); 
/* receive responses */ 
do 
if (RESPONSES contain the abort message) 
Abort; /* system is unavailable / 
append the nodes that reply RESFQNSE to response-nodes; 
}while(timaout period das not expire); 
if (response-nodes I=access_quorum) 
Abort; I* system is unavailable */ 
v = the latest version number among nodes of the access quorum; 
write data and new version munbn(vt1) to access-quorum; 
Fig. 12. The protocol for write operations. 
there is no following operations, all the gained read locks must be released after 
completing read operations. 
For write operations, the algorithm of constructing an access quorum is the same as 
that of read operations. If there is no access quorum available, the write operation is 
aborted. Otherwise, the node which issued the write operation sends write lock 
requests to all the nodes in the access quorum. 
Like read operations, a node must reply the lock request with an abort message if it 
detects an error condition in the concurrency control procedure. A write operation is 
aborted if some nodes in the access quorum failed to reply the lock request within the 
time-out period or an abort message is received. If all the nodes in the access quorum 
respond properly, the system retrieves the data with latest version number v among 
them, and writes the new value associated with data item as well as a new version 
number (v + 1) to all the nodes in the access quorum. In the latter case, the write 
operation completes uccessfully. 
If write operations are followed by other operations, all gained write locks can be 
declined to read locks for the successive read operations or reserved for the successive 
write operations. Read operations following these write operations can use the 
existing access quorums instead of getting new ones before retrieving data items. If 
there is no following operations, all the gained write locks must be released after 
completing write operations. 
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One merit of the new protocol worth to be emphasized is the reusable characteristic 
of formed access quorums. In all the existing approaches, the write quorum size is 
always greater than the read quorum size. Besides, the methods of constructing read 
quorums and write quorums are different. Therefore, a write operation following 
a read operation in a transaction has to construct its own write quorum; the 
analogical situation will occur for a read operation following a write operation. In the 
new protocol, this situation can be avoided since access quorums formed by read and 
write operations in the same transaction can be reserved for the successive operations 
as mentioned earlier. In most database systems, transactions with both read and write 
operations are often predominant, and almost all the write operations of a transaction 
appear after relevant read operations. Hence, real-world applications of distributed 
database systems will benefit from the reusable characteristic of formed access quo- 
rums in the new protocol. 
4.2. Proof of correctness 
With Definition 3 (see Section 3) and the following property of boundary-cover- 
trees (BCTs), we can assure that any pair of access operations must use at least one 
common node. 
Theorem 2. The set of intersections of any pair of boundary-cover-trees (BCTs) is not 
empty. 
Proof. Let there be a pair of BCTs Tl and T2 without any intersection. According to 
Definition 2, every BCT contains at least one node from each boundary line of the 
triangular grid. Hence, there exists a path from one boundary line to another in every 
BCT. As depicted in Fig. 13, BCTs Tl and T2 contain paths Pl (from pll to ~12) and 
P2 (from p21 to ~22) that are from the left side boundary line to the right side 
boundary line. Since there is no intersection between Tl and T2, the path Pl is above 
(or below) P2. By Definition 2, there exists a path starting from Pl(P2) to the bottom 
boundary line. To reach the bottom boundary line, this path must cross P2(Pl) at 
a node p. That is, BCTs Tl and T2 intersect at the node p. By contradiction, this 
theorem is proven. 0 
Fig. 13. A pair of BCTs. 
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5. Analysis 
In this section, we analyze the number of distinct minimal boundary-cover trees, 
quorum sizes, access availability, and load sharing of the new protocol. In addition, 
we also investigate the problems of incomplete triangular grid and non-minimal 
boundary-cover trees. 
5.1. The number of distinct minimal boundaly-cover trees 
We demonstrate the diversity of distinct minimal BCTs in a triangular grid by 
proving the following theorem. Moreover, this fact also states that the new protocol is 
feasible in practical distributed database systems. 
Theorem 3. Let the height of a triangular grid be h. The total number of distinct minimal 
boundary-cover trees (BCTs) with n edges (n = h - 1) is (n2 + n + 4)* 2”-2. 
Proof. All the minimal BCTs in a triangular grid can be classified into four parts: 
(a) BCTs that contain a corner node, (b) BCTs that have no corner node but contain 
two or more connected boundary nodes, (c) BCTs that have no corner node or 
connected boundary nodes but contain three connected inner nodes arranged as an 
inverse triangle, and (d) BCTs that have no corner node or connected boundary nodes 
but contain inner nodes with three branches separated 120” from one another. Since 
these parts are complete and disjoint, this problem can be divided into these four parts 
and further analyzed independently. 
Case a: BCTs that contain a corner nodex (Fig. 14(a)). For each corner node, the 
number of distinct BCTs is 2” since there are n steps from a corner node to the 
opposite boundary line, and for each step there are two choices to be selected. There 
are three corner nodes in a triangular grid, and all the three boundary lines of triangle 
$are counted twice. Therefore, the total number of distinct BCTs containing a corner 
node is 
3 * 2” - 3. (1) 
Fig. 14(a). BCTs that contain a corner node. 
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Fig. 14(b). BCTs that contain two or more connected boundary nodes 
1 
2 A * . . . . . . . . . . . n-l 
(c) 
Fig. 14(c). Three connected nodes arranged as an inverse triangle. 
Case b: BCTs that have no corner node but contain two or more connected boundary 
nodes (Fig. 14(b)). For the case of two connected boundary nodes, the number of 
distinct BCTs is (n - 2)*2”-3 since there are n - 2 combinations containing two 
connected boundary nodes in a boundary line with n edges, and for each combination 
containing two connected boundary nodes, the total number of steps from the 
leftmost node toward the left side boundary line and the rightmost node toward the 
right side boundary line is n - 3; similarly, the number of distinct BCTs for the case of 
three connected boundary nodes of the triangular grid is (n - 3) * 2nm4, and so forth. 
For each boundary line of the triangular grid, the number of distinct BCTs containing 
two or more connected boundary nodes of the triangular grid is 
(n - 2)*2”-3 + (n - 3)*2”-4 + (n - 4)*2”-5 + ... + 1*2’ = (n - 3)*2”-2 + 1. 
There are three boundary lines in a triangular grid; therefore, the total number of 
distinct BCTs containing two or more connected nodes on a boundary line of the 
triangular grid is 
(3n - 9)*2”-2 + 3. (2) 
Case c: BCTs that have no corner node or connected boundary nodes but contain 
three connected inner nodes arranged as an inverse triangle (Fig. 14(c)). For each inverse 
triangle, the number of distinct BCTs containing this inverse triangle is 2”-2 since 
the total number of steps from the three vertices of the inverse triangle toward 
the three boundary line of the triangular grid respectively is n - 2. There are 
(n - 1 + 1) *(n - 1)/2 inverse triangles in a triangular grid with height = h. Therefore, 
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Fig. 14(d). The inner nodes with three branches separated 120” from one another. 
Table 1 
The total number of distinct minimal BCTs with n edges 
Height (h) 3 4 5 6 7 
Edges (n) 2 3 4 5 6 
The total number of nodes (N) 6 10 15 21 28 
The total number of distinct minimal BCT with n edges 10 32 96 272 736 
the number of distinct BCTs containing three connected nodes arranged as an inverse 
triangle is 
(n - 1 + l)*(n - 1)/2*2”_2 = (n’ - n)*2”_3. (3) 
Case d: BCTs that have no corner node or connected boundary nodes but contain 
inner nodes with three branches separated 120” from one another (Fig. 14(d)). For each 
inner node with three branches separated 120” from one another, the number of 
distinct BCTs is 2”-3 since the total number of steps from the three ends toward the 
three boundary line of the triangular grid, respectively, is n - 3. There are two 
combinations with all branches separated 120” from one another as shown in 
Fig. 14(d), and there are (n - l)*(n - 2)/2 inner nodes in a triangular grid with 
height = h. Therefore, the number of distinct BCTs containing inner nodes with three 
branches separated 120” from one another is 
(n - l)*(n - 2)/2*2”-3*2 = (n - l)*(n - 2)*2”-3. 
Summarize the results mentioned above, 
(1) + (2) + (3) + (4) = (n2 + n + 4)*2”-2. 0 
(4) 
In addition to this proof, we also double check this theorem by developing 
a program to find all the minimal BCTs in a triangular grid. The results of this 
program confirms that this theorem is indeed correct. 
In this new protocol, the total number of nodes N in a triangular grid with 
height = h is (h + l)* h/2. Table 1 shows the relationship between the heights of 
triangular grids and their total numbers of distinct minimal BCTs. According to the 
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Table 2 
Quorum sizes of triangular grid protocol 
N 6 10 15 21 28 
Height 3 4 5 6 7 
Access quorum 3 4 5 6 7 
Relative access quorum (%) 50 40 33.3 28.6 25 
Table 3 




Relative read (%) quorum 
Relative write (W) quorum 
6 10 15 21 28 
3 5 I 10 14 
4 6 9 12 15 
50 50 46.1 41.6 50 
66.7 60 60 57.1 53.6 
data shown in Table 1, we can find that distinct minimal BCTs in a triangular grid are 
plentiful enough for access operations to form access quorums with ease. 
5.2. Quorum sizes 
To compare the new protocol 
basis, relative access quorum size, 
with earlier approaches, we define the measuring 
to be the ratio of access quorum size to the total 
number of nodes. Apparently, a lower relative access quorum size can be considered 
as an indication of a better approach. In this new protocol, the total number of nodes 
N in a triangular grid with height h is (h + 1) *h/2, and the size of an access quorum is 
the height of the triangular grid. 
In this section, we select only weighted voting algorithm and grid protocol as 
comparing samples. ROWA and those tree quorum algorithms (TQ, ETQ AND 
MTQ) are excluded from our comparing procedures because of their inferior perfor- 
mance (ROWA) and unbalanced load sharing (tree quorum algorithms). For the sake 
of fairness, we choose the conditions of the candidate approaches as superior as 
possible. In weighted voting algorithm, we adopt one vote for each copy, choose read 
quorum size r = N/ 2 and set write quorum w = N - r + 1 (the idea behind this is to 
choose a smallest write quorum size). In grid protocol, we adopt an m x n gird where 
m is smaller than or equal to n since that it is easier to form a write quorum by using 
a shorter column. Hence, the read quorum size of the grid protocol is m (by collecting 
a single column) or n (by collecting a column-cover), and the write quorum size is 
m+n-1. 
Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the relative access quorum sizes of triangular grid protocol, 
weighted voting and grid protocol, respectively. In weighted voting algorithm, the 
relative read quorum size approaches 50% in most of the cases, and the relative write 
quorum size is always greater than 50%. In grid protocol, the relative write quorum 
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Table 4 
Quorum sizes of grid protocol 
N 6 9 10 12 15 16 20 21 24 24 25 28 
Dimension 2x3 3x3 2x5 3x4 3x5 4x4 4x5 3x7 4x6 3x8 5x5 4x7 
Read quorum 2or3 3 2or5 3or4 3or5 4 4or5 3or7 4or6 3or8 5 4 or 7 
Write quorum 4 5 6 6 7 7 8 9 9 10 9 10 
Relative read quorum 
(%I 33.3 33.3 20 25 20 25 20 14.3 16.7 12.5 20 14.3 
50 50 33.3 33.3 25 33.3 25 33.3 25 
Relative write quorum 
(%I 66.7 55.6 60 50 46.7 43.8 40 42.9 37.5 41.7 36 35.7 
size is less than 50% when the number of copies exceeds 12. However, we can see that 
relative access quorum size of triangular grid protocol is smaller than the write 
quorum size of grid protocol in any case. This situation will be more obvious while 
increasing the number of nodes. 
For example, the relative access quorum size of a triangular gird with h = 3 (6 
nodes) is 50% when the relative write quorum size of a 2 x 3 gird (6 nodes) is 66.7%; 
and the relative access quorum size of a triangular gird with h = 4 (lonodes) is 40% 
when the relative write quorum size of a 2 x 5 gird (10 nodes) is 60%. In other words, 
the load sharing effect of write operations for triangular grid protocol is superior to 
that of grid protocol. 
In grid protocol, although the relative read quorum size of read operations that 
form a read quorum by collecting a single column is the lowest, it is difficult to form 
such a read quorum since the combinations of such read quorums is rather rare (there 
are only IZ columns in a m x n grid). Therefore, the contribution of such read quorums 
can almost be neglected. 
5.3. Access availability 
We now present an analysis of the access availability of the new protocol. Consider 
that N nodes are placed in a triangular grid with height = h. Assume that all nodes are 
active with identical probability p and the states of these nodes are independent and 
will not change when an operation is in progress. In the new protocol, access 
operations will be available if there exists an access quorum that all nodes lying on it 
are all active. In other word, access operations maybe available so long as there are 
h or more active nodes. The access availability of the new protocol is calculated as 
follows: 
The total number of nodes N = (h + 1) x h/2. 
The total number N,,, of distinct minimal BCT with n edges in a triangular gird is 
(n2+n+4)x2”-2=(h2-h+4)x2h-3 (sincen=h-1). 
The total number CNh of combinations for selecting h nodes from N nodes = (Nh). 
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Table 5 
The access availability for triangular grids 
N 6 10 15 21 28 
height 3 4 5 6 7 
p = 0.95 0.998841874193 0.999897714183 0.999998513941 0.999999994192 0.99999999999 
p = 0.9 0.991439994206 0.998378377272 0.999906373976 0.999997565509 0.99999996675 
p = 0.85 0.973388136627 0.992069357790 0.998978094800 0.999923372676 0.99999630370 
p = 0.8 0.942080009155 0.976297536308 0.994717276133 0.999194446667 0.99990963004 
The total number Nbct of combinations for selecting h nodes from N nodes but are 
not BCT = CNh - Nbct. 
The total number Cih of combinations for selecting h nodes from i nodes = (ih). 
Prob(access operations are available with i nodes are active, 
whereN-h+ldi<N)= i PiqNmi(Ni) where 4 = 1 - p), (a) 
i=N-h+l 
Prob(exact j active nodes that can form a BCT) = pbct 
CLh - 1 
= 1 - II ((Q -jMGh -j)), 
i=o 
Prob(access operations are available with i nodes are active, 
N-h 
where h < i < N - h) = c piqNei(Ni) (where 4 = 1 - p), (b) 
i=h 
Prob(access operations are available) = (a) + (b) 
= i_Nih+ 1 P’F” 
N-h 
(Ni) + C PiqNei(Ni). 
i=h 
Table 5 shows the access availability of triangular girds with different height from 
3 to 7. According to the data shown in Table 5, we can find that the access availability 
of the new protocol is quite high for probability p greater than 0.8, and as height 
increases, the access availability also increases in obvious manner. 
5.4. Load sharing 
In a centralized database system, all the users’ requests are delivered to the 
dominant frame and processed by the incoming order. Therefore, the dominant frame 
becomes the bottleneck of all database-related processes. An obvious advantage of 
replicating data into multiple copies is that the response time for users’ requests can be 
sharply reduced in heavy load situation owing to load sharing effect. In a distributed 
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database system where data is replicated, a user’s request need to be processed by only 
a subset of nodes containing replicated data. By adopting a smaller access quorum 
size we can achieve a lower average number of requests to each node and a better load 
sharing effect among the replicated copies. 
To analyze the average number of requests, we select weighted voting algorithm 
and grid protocol as comparing samples. Consider a weighted voting based system 
with N nodes. Each node is allocated one vote. Read quorum size r and write quorum 
size w are set to N/2 and N - r + 1, respectively. If the nodes used for reading and 
writing are chosen at random manner, the load reduction for reading and writing are 
approximately r/N and w/N, respectively. Note that the load reduction for weighted 
voting algorithm is fixed once we choose read quorum size and write quorum size. In 
other words, increasing the degree of replication will not further improve the load 
sharing effect since the quorum size will increase accordingly. On the other hand, the 
load reduction can be improved by increasing replicated copies in grid protocol. For 
an M x N grid, the load reduction for reading and writing are approximately equal to 
l/M (or l/N) and (M + N)/MN [7], respectively. 
The degree of load reduction achieved in the proposed scheme depends on the 
height of the triangular grid. For a triangular grid with height = h, the load reduction 
for reading and writing is equal to 2/(h + 1) (it is exactly equal to relative access 
quorum size). Unlike weighted voting algorithm where load reduction is almost fixed 
(about 50%), the load reduction of this new protocol is always no more than 50% and 
can be improved by increasing the height of the triangular grid. To compare with grid 
protocol, we can use relative access quorum size (see Section 5.2) as comparing basis. 
According to Tables 2 and 4, we can see that the writing load reduction is obviously 
superior to that of grid protocol in any case. The reading load reduction is slightly 
inferior to that of grid protocol. Hence, this new protocol is indeed an outstanding 
approach to reduce the cost of accessing replicated data. 
To further understand the load sharing in a triangular grid, we developed a pro- 
gram to find the load distribution among all nodes. The numbers shown in Fig. 15(a) 
and (b) represent numbers of distinct participated BCTs of each node and can be used 
as an indication of load distribution in a triangular grid since the nodes in BCTs are 
randomly chosen in the constructing access quorum procedure. In these figures, we 
can find that corner nodes carry the lightest load, boundary nodes take second place, 
and inner nodes possess a larger amount of load distribution. A distributed database 
16 
30 30 
36 48 36 
30 48 48 30 
16 30 36 30 16 
(a) 
Fig. 15(a). The distribution of load for a triangular grid with height = 5. 
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64 
126 126 
176 216 176 
196 268 268 196 
176 268 304 268 176 
126 216 268 268 216 126 
64 126 176 196 176 126 64 
(b) 








Fig. 16. A triangular grid containing 12 nodes and 3 holes. 
system can arrange the placement of sites consisting a replicated copy in the triangular 
grid according to their computing power and throughput. That is, a more powerful 
and reliable site should be put at the location with heavier load; a less powerful one 
should be put at the location with lighter load. 
5.5. Incomplete triangular grid 
Up to this point, we have assumed that all the nodes in a triangular grid are 
equipped with replicated data copies, i.e., the total number of nodes in a triangular 
grid with height = h is h*(h + 1)/2. However, in real-world practice, the number of 
replicated copies maybe different from the number of nodes in a complete triangular 
grid. To deal with this problem, the proposed protocol is slightly modified to accept 
some empty nodes in a triangular grid. These nodes are referred to as holes in 
a triangular grid. In such a case, we have an incomplete triangular grid with 
height = h where the number of nodes is usually between h* (h + 1)/2 and h* (h - 1)/2 
(it can be reorganized into a more compact triangular grid when the number of holes 
is more than h - 1). Fig. 16 shows a triangular grid with height = 5 containing 12 
nodes and 3 holes, 
In this new protocol, an incomplete triangular grid can be regarded as a complete 
one with some dead nodes. Apparently, this set of holes (or dead nodes) should not 
contain any BCT in it because, by Theorem 2, every BCT in the triangular grid 
intersects with this BCT and hence is not qualified for an access quorum. That is, the 
entire system will become unavailable if this set of holes contains a BCT. As men- 
tioned in last section, load distribution in a triangular grid is not uniform. Therefore, 
proper arrangement of the holes in a triangular grid is the key to obtain higher data 
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Step 1. Select one node with the lightest load as hole. 
Step 2. Re-calculate the load distribution over the remaining nodes. 
Step 3. Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 until there is no hole need to be allocated. 
Fig. 17. The algorithm for allocating holes in a triangular grid. 
NODE1 
16 
30 30 holes = 0 
36 48 36 number ofremaining BCTs = 96 
30 48 48 30 
30 36 30 16 
Fig. 18(a). Load distribution with 0 hole. 
NODE2 
e 15 
28 26 holes = 1 
32 42 30 number of remaining BCTs = 80 
22 40 42 26 
0 22 32 28 15 
(b) 
Fig. 18(b). Load distribution with 1 hole. 
0 
21 18 holes = 2 
29 34 26 21 34 36 24 number,o’NoD& lg BCTs = 65 
0 18 26 24 14 
(cl 
Fig. 18(c). Load distribution with 2 holes. 
availability and better performance. It is also obvious that these holes should be 
placed in the location with lightest load. An algorithm to allocate holes in a triangular 
grid is presented in Fig. 17. 
Fig. 18 provides a triangular grid with height = 5 as an example to illustrate the 
process of allocating holes in a triangular grid. In this example, we choose 5 nodes as 
holes (one more than the usual maximum holes) in order to compare with the 
triangular grid with smaller height since the number of remaining nodes is the same as 
a triangular grid with height = 4. First of all, the corner node NODE1 in Fig. 18(a) is 
selected as the first hole since it possesses the lightest load. The resulted new 
distribution is shown in Fig. 18(b). At this moment, the total number of distinct BCTs 
decreases from 96 to 80. The corner node NODE2 in Fig. 18(b) is selected next as the 
second hole for the same reason as previous step, and the new distribution is shown in 
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0 
NODES 17 17 holes = 3 
1 23 28 23 number of remaining BCTs = 5 1 
17 28 28 17 
(d,O 17 23 17 0 
Fig. 18(d). Load distribution with 3 holes. 
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0 
16 13 holes = 4 
NODE5 
(e) 
20 22 16 number of remaining of BCTs = 34 
15 13 0 
Fig. 18(e). Load distribution with 4 holes. 
0 
13 10 
15 18 13 
0 10 18 10 
0 0 15 13 
(0 
holes = 5 
number of remaining BCTs = 27 
0 
Fig. 18(f). Load distribution with 5 holes. 
Fig. 18(c). The total number of BCT decreases to 65. Similarly, the nodes NODE3, 
NODE4 and NODE5 of Fig. 18(c), (d), and (e) are selected as the third, fourth, and 
fifth holes. Their resultant load distributions are shown in Figs. 18(d), (e), and (f), 
respectively. 
In the process of allocating holes, we found that the corner nodes are first selected 
as holes and the final result tends to allocating rest of the holes closing to one of the 
corner nodes. This phenomenon is more obvious in the case of a higher triangular grid 
such as Fig. 19. 
When there are some holes in a triangular grid, the number of remaining BCTs can 
be used as an indication of data availability. Table 6 shows the number of remaining 
BCTs after placing different number of holes into triangular grids with height from 
3 to 8. The number of BCTs in a triangular grid with height = 4 which contains 
4 holes is less than a complete triangular grid with height = 3. The same relationship 
holds between a triangular grid with height = 5(6) which contains 5(6) holes and 
a complete triangular grid with height = 4(5). As a result, to obtain a higher data 
availability, it is better to construct a triangular grid with height as small as possible 
when the height of triangular grid is smaller than 7. However, the number of 
remaining BCTs in a triangular grid with height = h and h holes is more than 
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128 
254 254 
366 440 366 holes = 0 
436 568 568 436 number of ramabring BCTs = 1920 
436 616 688 616 436 
366 568 688 688 568 366 
254 440 568 616 568 440 254 
128 254 366 436 436 366 254 128 
127 
252 247 
362 428 345 holes - 1 
428 548 538 401 number of remaining BCTs = 1792 
420 584 648 576 401 
334 520 640 648 538 345 
190 376 520 584 548 428 247 
0 190 334 420 428 362 252 127 
0 
189 la3 
331 364 313 boles = 2 
413 500 490 385 nnmbcrofmmaining BCTs= 1665 
413 552 600 544 393 
331 500 600 608 518 341 
189 364 490 544 518 416 245 
0 183 313 385 393 341 245 126 
0 
182 182 
310 352 310 holes = 3 
378 470 470 378 number of remaining BCTs - 1539 
378 512 560 512 378 
310 470 560 560 470 310 
182 352 470 512 470 352 182 
0 182 310 378 378 310 182 0 
Fig. 19. Load distribution of a triangular grid with height = 8. 
a complete triangular grid with height = h - 1 when the height of triangular grid is 
greater than 6. In such a case, there is a tradeoff between data availability and the cost 
of accessing replicated ata. That is, adopting a triangular grid with greater height will 
obtain a better data availability but more expensive cost of accessing replicated data 
because of the larger quorum size. On the contrary, adopting a triangular grid with 
smaller height will obtain a lower data availability but cheaper cost of accessing 
replicated data. Nevertheless, one point to be noted is that the data availability 
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0 
181 175 
307 340 288 holes = 4 
371 450 438 337 number of remaining BCTs = 1357 
363 480 516 462 328 
279 422 504 504 420 269 
0 232 381 446 423 320 161 
0 88 232 325 346 293 175 0 
0 
175 160 
293 318 263 holes = 5 
346 419 410 312 number of remaining BCTs = 1269 
325 438 488 440 312 
232 365 480 488 410 263 
0 144 365 438 419 318 160 
0 0 232 325 346 293 175 0 
0 
169 145 
279 296 237 holes = 6 
321 388 380 281 number of remaining BCTs = 1125 
287 396 456 408 281 
129 308 448 456 380 237 
0 0 308 396 388 296 145 
0 0 129 287 321 279 169 0 
0 
169 143 
219 292 227 holes-7 
321 380 364 258 nupk.r of remaining BCTs = 996 
287 380 432 378 247 
0 119 376 406 339 201 
0 0 235 328 335 258 120 
0 0 105 244 282 250 153 0 
Fig. 19. (Continued) 
usually approximates to 1 in the cases of higher triangular grids. Therefore, adopting 
a lower triangular grid is the better choice. 
In grid protocol, the data availability may not increase when we add more copies of 
replicated data. In triangular grid protocol, the data availability always increases 
when more copies of replicated data are provided. For reference, Table 6 shows the 
number of nodes in the small bracket for each case. In this table, we can find that when 
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Table 6 
Number of remaining BCTs (and nodes) in triangular grids 
Holes Height = 3 Height = 4 Height = 5 Height = 6 Height = 7 Height = 8 
0 10 (6) 
1 6 (5) 
2 3 (4) 






32 (10) 96 (15) 212 (21) 736 (28) 1920 (36) 
24 (9) 80 (14) 240 (20) 672 (27) 1792 (35) 
17 (8) 65 (13) 209 (19) 609 (26) 1665 (34) 
11 (7) 51 (12) 179 (18) 547 (25) 1539 (33) 
5 (6) 34 (11) 139 (17) 460 (24) 1357 (32) 
27 (10) 121 (16) 419 (23) 1269 (31) 
93 (15) 353 (22) 1125 (30) 
297 (21) 996 (29) 
891 (28) 
NM-BCT -BCT2 height=5 
I 
Fig. 20. Non-minimal BCT in a triangular grid with height = 5. 
the number of nodes increases, the number of remaining BCTs grows up as well. That 
is, the data availability will become higher when the copies of replicated data 
increases. The data availability of a triangular grid with best arrangement is always 
higher than that of a triangular grid with fewer copies. 
5.6. Non-minimal boundary-cover trees 
In the proposed protocol, we only adopt minimal boundary-cover trees (BCTs) to 
construct an access quorum since the size of access quorum constructed by a minimal 
BCT is the smallest. There is no redundant node existing in the formed access quorum, 
and the accessing cost of the replicated data is the lowest. In this section, we examine 
the characteristics of non-minimal BCT and give an investigation in deeper manner. 
According to Definition 2, a non-minimal BCT is a BCT where the number of nodes is 
more than the height of a triangular grid. By Theorem 2, every non-minimal BCT 
intersects all the other BCTs in the triangular grid in the same way as minimal BCTs 
do, and thus can be used to construct an access quorum. In addition, non-minimal 
BCTs can be classified into two classes: non-redundant and redundant BCTs. As 
shown in Fig. 20, non-minimal BCTs NM-BCTl (6 nodes) and NM-BCT2 (7 nodes) 
are non-redundant and redundant, respectively. The difference between these two 
classes is that a redundant non-minimal BCT can be further reduced to a 
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non-redundant one. One point to be noted is that non-minimal, non-redundant BCTs 
exist only in the triangular grid where height is more than 3. 
However, to construct an access quorum from a non-minimal BCT implies that the 
cost of accessing replicated data will increase owing to a larger access quorum size. 
Besides, only limited improvement can be obtained by appending non-minimal BCTs 
to the new protocol. For these reasons, access quorums from non-minimal BCTs are 
ignored by the algorithm in Section 4.1. 
6. Conclusion 
This paper introduces a new protocol called triangular grid protocol which organ- 
izes multiple copies of replicated data into a logically triangular grid to obtain 
a smaller write quorum size and a better write availability. It presented the algorithm 
for constructing an access quorum as well as protocols for read and write operations. 
It also demonstrates the correctness of this new protocol, the diversity of distinct 
minimal BCTs (access quorums) in a triangular grid, the analysis of quorum sizes and 
access availability, and the feasibility of this new protocol in practical systems. In 
addition, it also investigate the problems of load sharing among replicas, incomplete 
triangular grid, and non-minimal boundary-cover trees. 
The performance of this new protocol is compared with weighted voting algorithm 
and grid protocol. The new protocol is proved to have several advantages: (1) The size 
of write quorums can be reduced to the size of read quorums with little price 
-increasing the read quorum size slightly. (2) The access quorums formed by read and 
write operations in the same transaction can be reused by the successive operations 
since transactions with both read and write operations are often predominant and 
almost all the write operations of a transaction appear after relevant read operations. 
(3) The same level of write availability can be obtained by using less nodes than other 
protocols. 
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